Developers, build backends in record time with Ryax’s low code and open source platform.

**Backend builder**
made by devs for devs

- Workflow automation
- Full API capabilities
- Ready-to-use integrations

**Open source**
and fully unlocked

- Low code
  with custom code abilities
- Start fast with no-code bricks
- Evolve easily with your own code
- Full-control CLI

**Install anywhere**
Community-driven

github.com/RyaxTech
Ryax puts together all the necessary services to build backends from 0 to production in days, within a simple UI.

Any data
Any event

Timely events
Structured files
Unstructured data
IoT messages
Video streams
App events

Custom develop

python
TensorFlow
Docker
Spark
PyTorch

Package custom code

Low code and custom code
Pre-built integrations and processing bricks
Scalable serverless orchestration
Native API management
Observable at all times

Automate

Design workfklows

Frontend

Leverage external services

Control & share

Monitor

Store
Integrate

Websites
Apps
Dashboards
Business services

Ryax puts together all the necessary services to build backends from 0 to production in days, within a simple UI.